The Museum Regards de Provence has placed on the 20th century Heritage List

Regards Café terrace

Roof-top

Cultivate the exceptional amid artworks
Panoramic view of the port
Together Organize a memorable social event!

Roof-top

Vieux-Port

The Musée Regards de Provence offers an exceptional dining experience surrounded by works
of art and looking out on one of the most fabled Mediterranean ports.
Elegant and contemporary... the optimum setting for dining and hosting in the newest museum in one
of the oldest of European cities.
History, culture and sheer physical beauty combine with location to insure that your event will be
especially memorable. Centrally situated, the Museum dining facilities look out on the Major Cathedral
and the Jolietteport and J4 esplanade opposite the Mucem and the Villa Méditerranée. A privileged
site for the ultimate in fine dining. The Museum Regards de Provence has 1000 sq meters including a
grand hall for cocktail receptions or sitdown dinners.
Private guided tours of exhibitions are available outside of regular Museum hours (10 am to 6 pm).
The restaurant Regards Café, on the 2nd floor of the Museum, has a separate entry of 200 square
meters with a covered and comfortably heated and air-conditioned terrace and a rooftop terrace
decorated with vegetation and sculptures of 180 m2. The perfect reception area for meetings and
private parties. The Regards Café and terrace can be privatized during the day or evening.The
ambiance is artistic, elegant and 1950s in style, with Mediterranean and contemporary tones, and, of
course there is a view of the Joliette port and the J4 esplanade. Simply breathtaking!

Capacity of the Musée Regards de Provence:
Regards de Provence

*Upon current exhibitions

The Grand Hall (220 m2): cocktail: 250 / dinner: 90 / meeting: 100
Decorated with monumental art works from the Regards de Provence Collection, the Grand Hall receives
natural light from a glass ceiling and the Museum’s glazed facade.

The Regards de Provence Room (215 m2): cocktail: 215 / dinner: 125 / meeting: 150.
The Regards de Provence room is in the south wing of the ground floor.

Vieux-Port Room (350 m2): cocktail: 300 / dinner: 200 / meeting: 150.
Situated in the south wing of the first floor, this area overlooks the bay of Marseille and has unusual views
of the Mucem and the Villa Méditerranée.

The Estaque Room (175 m2): cocktail: 110 / dinner: 70 / meeting: 40.
Situated in the north wing of the first floor crosses the stairway and offers a panoramic view.

L’Autre Regard Room (55 m2): cocktail: 50 / dinner: 20 / meeting: 60.
L’Autre Regard room is on the ground floor of the Musée Regards de Provence, adjacent to the library
Regards de Provence overlooking the Alley Regards de Provence.

The entire Museum (1000 m2): Three rooms and grand hall: cocktail: 900 / dinner: 500.

Capacity of the Restaurant Regards Café:

Vieux-Port

Regards Café room (140 m2): cocktail: 125 / dinner: 120 / meeting: 100.
Terrace of Regards Café (62 m2): cocktail: 80 / dinner: 50 / meeting: 70.
Rooftop Terrace of Regards Café (180 m2): cocktail: 220.
The entire restaurant (382 m2): A room, terrace and rooftop terrace : cocktail : 300 / dinner : 170 /
meeting : 170.

Musée Regards de Provence / Regards Café, Allée Regards de Provence / In front of Esplanade J4, 13002 Marseille
+33 (0)4 96 17 40 41 - resa@museeregardsdeprovence.com - www.museeregardsdeprovence.com

RegaRds Café

